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Healthcare organizations are increasingly concerned about
growing weapon threats. As recent reports reveal, including the
latest from the Mayo Clinic, violent incidents are being reported at
2.5 per 100 beds, five times more frequent in healthcare facilities
than in other industries.

In a landscape where healthcare facilities face an unprecedented
surge in weapon threats, Xtract One emerges as the definitive
solution, seamlessly blending cutting-edge security technology
with operational intelligence. SmartGateway, our tailored entry
screening solution is meticulously designed to not only identify
potential threats but also ensure minimal disruption to the critical
flow of patients, staff, and visitors.

Xtract One's advanced AI
ensures the accurate identification
of potential threats, significantly
reducing the risk of violent incidents.

Swift and efficient responses are
facilitated through discrete
security alerts, maintaining a
calm environment for patients,
staff, and visitors.

SmartGateway’s low-impact
and aesthetically pleasing
design ensures the security
solution seamlessly integrates
with your facility environment.
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An additional 5.5% of individuals approached the SmartGateway,
turned around and walked back to their car, or alerted and declined
secondary screening and returned to their car.

The results, and the large number of
weapons detected effectively, along with
the ease of use and alignment to hospital
operations was compelling enough for
Sentara to define a program to deploy
SmartGateways at all hospitals in the
Sentara Healthcare system.

At Xtract One, our journey doesn't end
with the installation of a security system;
it begins with a commitment to ongoing
support and training. Our experienced
team collaborates directly with you,
ensuring your facility remains adaptable
to evolving security challenges and
business objectives. Choose Xtract One
for a future where healthcare security is
not just a necessity but a seamlessly
integrated aspect of your operations.

Case Study: Sentara Healthcare
and SmartGateway The Results:

During a 90-day pilot:

The number of weapons detected is declining over time, showing
evidence that the system, and patron familiarity, successfully
becomes a deterrent.

5.6% of all scanned individuals were carrying a weapon or prohibited
item. These weapons included firearms, knives, machetes, pepper
sprays, swords, self-defense batons, box-cutters, brass knuckles, a
crossbow, crowbar,multi-tools with knife blades, and tasers.
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1,877 weapons were detected and kept from entering the building.


